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1, 2, 3... do you love me?
4, 5, 6, you're a 7
On a scale of how much you make me feel closer to
heaven.
I don't know how she could show all the love that's
inside her,
Oh yeah but how it hurts 'cause we know that we can't
let go
'cause it's so the worst... without her
I'm making myself good so the day that I come to you,
To see this through,
You don't mean to be so cute.
Without you, I don't know what I would do,
But sometimes you make me so confused.
You don't mean to seem so rude.

Because it's cold outside you know
When you're away I try to be so right.
Close those big brown eyes tonight,
Make my dreams come true and be mine.
Go to this place you go,
You don't see how much you mean to me,
Mean to me.

Drama attack,
It's hard to hold back
When you're sad, you decide that,
It all comes down that you saw that,
Now you need that, it's hard not to come back.
Walking this view
Thinking of too many times I fell for you.
You know it's sad but true,
But everything I do is for you,
(and I still do)

I'm making myself good so the day that I come to you
To see this through, you don't mean to be so cute.
Without you, I don't know what I would do,
But sometimes you make me so confused.
You don't mean to seem so rude.
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Because it's cold outside you know
When you're away I try to be so right.
Close those big brown eyes tonight,
Make my dreams come true and be mine.
Go to this place you go,
You don't see how much you mean to me,
Mean to me.

I don't know how I don't regret those times
That every time I'd fall.
Sometimes I wonder why I talk.
I don't know how I could have thought
That you had found a place to stop,
Just hoping like me you had thought...
That we're all we've got.

I'll say to myself that I don't care.
I'll be here for you any day or anywhere,
You just say those words
And I'll be there cuz I don't care.
Not anymore.
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